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Abstract
Urban travel demand and oil dependence need dramatic change to achieve the 1.5 °C degree target especially with the
electrification of all land-based passenger transport and the decarbonizing of electric power. In this article we investigate
the transition of ‘oil-based automobile dependence’ to ‘urban rail plus renewable energy’ to cater for transport demand
in Indian cities. India is perceived to be a key driver of global oil demand in coming decades due to the potential increase
in car use driven by a fast growing national average income. However, it is possible that India could surprise the world
by aggressively pursuing an electrified transit agenda within and between cities and associated supporting local transport
with electric vehicles, together with renewable power to fuel this transport. The changes will require two innovations that
this article focuses on. First, innovative financing of urban and intercity rail through land-based finances as funding and
financing of such projects has been a global challenge. Second, enabling Indian cities to rapidly adopt solar energy for all
its electrified transport systems over oil plus car dependence. The article suggests that Indian cities may contribute sub-
stantially to the 1.5 °C agenda as both policies appear to be working.
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1. Introduction

Urban travel is the largest source of global transport re-
lated greenhouse emissions as well as associated issues
such as air pollution. This is due to the urban travel being
oil based and automobile dependent (Rode et al., 2014;
Van Audenhove, Korniichuk, Dauby, & Pourbaix, 2014).
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, chap-
ter on Transportation (Sims et al., 2014), notes that re-
duction in transport sector emissions is critical to achieve
the future climate change goal such as the 1.5 °C target
suggested as the preferable limit to be addressed under
the Paris Agreement. Electrification of all land-based pas-
senger transport and the decarbonizing of electric power
will be required to help achieve the 1.5 °C target; this has

been clearly stated as the necessary and fundamental
change needed in all urban systems and has been agreed
to by the nations of the world in the Paris Agreement.
This article will try to show urban rail can play a signif-
icant part in this transition due to its ability to replace
car use and its ability to create new funding opportuni-
ties through rail-oriented land development due to land
value uplift.

Urban rail has shown its potential to simultaneously
electrify transport and help reduce the occurrence of
automobile dependence. Urban rail can also help in-
crease economic development in cities as urban rail fa-
cilitates the creation of dense urban centres with walk-
ing and transit urban fabric that are known to help with
new economy jobs and other social, economic and en-
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vironmental outcomes (Matan & Newman, 2016; New-
man, Kosonen, & Kenworthy, 2016). One example from
Glaeser and Xiong (2017) is of the Chicago stockyard
where people and businesses have clustered around the
associated rail stations. Such clusters attract additional
business and lead to innovation due to the proximity of
people and access to a large labour resource (Glaeser
& Xiong, 2017). Knowledge economy jobs are particu-
larly attracted to such transit-oriented centres of activ-
ity (Newman & Kenworthy, 2015; Yigitcanlar, 2010). Also,
the energy intensity of rail transport is only about 15% of
that of traditional cars, 50% of electric vehicles and 50%
of buses (Lu, 2015). The major difference in the climate
change debate is that urban rail is alreadymostly electric
and therefore can be based quickly on renewable power.
Thus, infrastructure investments that encourage rail may
therefore lead to significant emission reductions in cities
(Hoen et al., 2017).

If urban planning is to help with the 1.5 °C agenda it
would need to facilitate the transition from oil-based au-
tomobile dependence to renewable electrified rail tran-
sit though this may not be a simple or linear process,
especially in emerging cities like in India. This article
will look at whether the process is underway in Indian
cities where considerablemomentum to remain in an oil-
based transport system has been the agenda for many
decades. The article begins by looking at the overall pic-
ture in India with respect to fossil fuels and economic
growth in comparison to other nations before examin-
ing the first Indian cities that have attempted to begin
to build electric rail mass transit systems and use more
solar in their systems.

The process of decoupling economic growth from
use of fossil fuels is at the heart of the 1.5 °C agenda.
This process is already underway and the data on de-
coupling growth in wealth from growth in fossil fuels is
now clearly showing not just a relative decoupling but an
absolute decoupling globally and in most developed na-
tions and cities (Newman, 2017a, 2017b; Newman, Beat-
ley, & Boyer, 2017). See Figure 1a on Denmark, which
is perhaps a leader in the developed world though most
European nations are similar and even America and Aus-
tralia are now moving down this path.

However, the decoupling in China (Figure 1b) and In-
dia (Figure 1c) now becomes the key focus for global pol-
icy as their coupled growth can easily make the 1.5 °C
target impossible for the world due to their size and
their leadership in the emerging world. The decoupling
in China is led by strong top down policies and bottom-
up demand in their major cities which has led to rapid
declines in coal and oil growth (Gao & Newman, 2017).
But India is less obviously decoupling and seems more
poised to go either way; it is relatively decoupling and
thus is demonstrating potential to go into absolute de-
coupling of wealth from coal and oil but could just con-
tinue growing also. Which outcome is likely is the under-
lying motivation behind this article.

This article will look at India and its growing cities
to see whether a similar rapid decoupling trajectory can
happen and whether the seeds for this transition are al-
ready present. The article will discuss the case of how In-
dian cities can contribute to the 1.5 °C target through its
rapid growth in electric urban rail and its commitment to
solar. The transition is being formally expressed as: from
‘oil-based automobile dependence’ to ‘urban rail plus re-
newable energy’ whilst continuing to cater for transport
demand in Indian cities. The changes will require two in-
novations that the article focuses on. First innovative fi-
nancing of urban and intercity rail through land based
private investment as funding of such projects has been
a global challenge and is one India is now taking on. Sec-
ond, enabling Indian cities to rapidly adopt solar energy
for all its electrified transport systems rather than fossil
fuel based. The article further briefly discusses electric
vehicles (EV), collaborative consumption and urban plan-
ning implications thatwould contribute to the future abil-
ity of Indian cities to contribute to the 1.5 °C agenda.

2. India’s Urban Transport Demand and Oil

Urbanization is essential for driving economic growth
(Glaeser, 2011). India is set to witness rapid urbaniza-
tion in the next four decades with accompanying eco-
nomic growth. India’s urban population is projected to
increase from 377 million in 2011 to 600 million by 2031.
This would mean India will have 87 cities over a million
population by 2031 from the 50 in 2011. The predicted
urbanization and economic growth in India would possi-
bly be the largest national urban transformation of the
21st century (Ahluwalia, 2011; Ahluwalia, Kanbur, & Mo-
hanty, 2014; Heilig, 2012; WBG, 2017).

India is predicted to play a key role in future oil de-
mand growth due to increased car ownership driven by
high income growth. While the proposed oil consump-
tion has been anticipated by the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries it would however result
in financial and environmental adversity for India and
would be a significant setback in assisting achieve the
Paris Agreement. Financially it will be a problem as In-
dia imports over 75% of its total crude oil resulting in en-
ergy security, trade deficit and foreign exchange issues.
Environmentally it is an issue due to air pollution that
has been a significant public health issue in all major In-
dian cities. Traffic congestion, noise and associated ex-
ternalities are attached to the predicted automobile in-
crease as well. It is also essential for Indian cities to avoid
oil-based automobile dependence in order to fulfil their
Paris Agreement andmake progressive steps towards the
1.5 °C target (International Energy Agency, 2015; VanMo-
erkerk & Crijns-Graus, 2016).

Private vehicles in Indian cities are dominated by
two-wheelers and cars. Two-wheelers are the dominant
private mode with over five times the number of two-
wheelers than cars in 2015.1 High dependence on private

1 The mode shift from two-wheelers to transit has higher probabilities than car that help in the growth of transit, especially rail based.
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Figure 1. Decoupling wealth from coal and oil in Demark (a), China (b) and India (c). Note: GNI stands for Gross national in-
come, which is almost equivalent to GDP but is more available in terms of data. Source: Compiled by author based on data
sourced from CEID (2017), United States of America Energy Information Administration (EIA, 2016), Ministry of Petroleum
& Natural Gas (2017), Newman (2017b), OPEC (2016) and The Worldbank Group (WBG, 2016).
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vehicles has happened in the last two decadeswith a sub-
sequent decline in public transport share but not totals
as every available mode has been crowded with people
during the rapid growth of Indian cities. 85% of the to-
tal private vehicles registered in India has happened be-
tween the years 1991 to 2011. The private vehicle growth
rate has been over 10% annually which is one of the high-
est globally; however, India is still low in-terms of per
capita vehicle ownership on a global scale.2 The growth
rate has been largest associated with high increases in in-
come (Ahluwalia, 2017; Dhar & Shukla, 2015; Goel, Mo-
han, Guttikunda, & Tiwari, 2016).

Goel et al. (2016) show that registered vehicles in In-
dia are highly overestimated; they suggest that the ac-
tual number of in-use vehicles compared to officially reg-
istered is out by over 120%. The findings of Goel et al.
(2016) indicates that the wealth increase leading to ve-
hicle ownership may not essentially mean the increase
of private vehicle km in Indian cities. To understand this
further I have plotted historic growth rates in Figure 2 of
the gross domestic product, oil consumption, car regis-
tration and road length in India.

Figure 2 indicates that there has been exponential
growth of car registration even more than the GDP
growth. But this has not resulted in road length increase
or increased oil consumption levels. This is consistent
with the earlier Figure 1cwhich showswealth is being rel-
atively decoupled from oil. The big question is whether
this can be turned into an absolute decline in oil.

2.1. Automobile Saturation in Indian Cities?

At a macro level (from Figure 2) it seems that Indian
cities have intrinsic features that could be acting as a
‘soft power’3 to hinder the growth of vehicle kilometre
travelled as compared to car registration. One possible
factor is limited road space in Indian cities as like many
emerging cities they are historically walking cities with all
that associated fabric in density andmixed use (Newman
et al., 2016).

As per the Census of India (2011) about 24% of the
population work from home,4 23% walk to work, 13%
bike to work, 19% use public transport, 4% use a car
and 17% use two-wheelers to go to work in Indian cities.
A quarter of commuters travel less than 1 km and an-
other third travel between two and five km. This travel
pattern shows that the majority of workers do not use
any motorized mode to travel to work and travel short
distances—reflecting the densewalking fabric andmixed
land use in Indian cities (Rode et al., 2014; Tiwari, Jain,
& Rao, 2016). Thus, Indian cities need to invest signifi-
cantly to improve and build their walking and cycling in-
frastructure which is in poor condition and do not even
cover major transit/road corridors in order to improve
walking fabric (Ministry of Urban Development, 2013).
An increase in walking and cycling mode share is critical
for achieving climate changes goals in cities and as men-
tioned before in this article urban rail can facilitate this in-
crease due to its ability to replace car use and its ability to

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Historic growth rates of GDP, oil consumption, car registration and road length in India. Source: Compiled by au-
thor based on data sourced from CEID (2017), EIA (2016), Government of India (2017a), Ministry of Petroleum & Natural
Gas (2017), OPEC (2016) and WBG (2016).

2 India’s car ownership is about less than four times of China and less than twenty-five times of OECD countries.
3 For this article we used the term ‘soft power’ (inspired from Joseph Nye’s work) of cities: characteristics of a city to influence the travel behavior without
push or coercion (Nye, 2004).

4 This could be possibly due to the traditional houses having shop and house on the same land, small business like tailors, tradesman and others are
located within the residence.
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be funded from the facilitation of transit oriented devel-
opments due to the increased value in land around rail
stations (Newman & Kenworthy, 2015; Sharma & New-
man, 2018).

The ‘soft power’ characteristics of Indian cities—
travel pattern, road length growth, and dense, mixed use
urban fabric, seem to be the factors that could have en-
sured the start of decoupling wealth and car use. Even
with a small per capita car ownership the urban fabric of
Indian cities has resulted in high traffic congestion and
low travel speed thus minimizing growth in the use of
cars. It also suggests that without a massive road build-
ing program that completely alters the urban fabric (as
happened in US cities) there is unlikely to be much more
ability of Indian cities to cope with high traffic growth.

The travel speeds of private vehicles in various large
Indian cities during peak hour is less than 15 km/hr in
most major corridors. This means that even the most ba-
sic of urban rail expansions and building would enable
Indian residents to travel faster than in the road traf-
fic.5 Urban rail in Indian cities has an average speed of
over 35 km/hr. This would suggest that the big problem
is automobile-saturation in Indian cities rather than auto-
mobile dependence as is the case in some Chinese cities
(Gao & Newman, 2017; Sharma & Newman, 2017a). This
is an easier problem to solve as the attraction of urban
rail when it is built will be immediate and long lasting.

If the trend to decouple oil from wealth is to con-
tinue and accelerate into an absolute decoupling, then
Indian cities will need to focus on building a lot more ur-
ban rail. As suggested here large Indian cities are look-
ing for fast urban rail solutions to help overcome traffic
problems which will increase the urban rejuvenation po-
tential in their dense areas and land development oppor-
tunities. The question is whether the political will is there
and whether financial mechanisms are available tomake
it happen.

2.2. Public Transport and Economic Growth in Indian
Cities

The strong link between public transport and economic
growth has become a major part of national and urban

policy in recent decades (Glaeser, 2011; Glaeser, Kahn, &
Rappaport, 2008). This is nowbeingwidely recognized by
Indian cities. Public transport service levels are currently
low in Indian cities with a significant public transport sup-
ply gap of 240%. This has contributed to the 21% mode
share of private transport and 19%mode share of public
transport. However, Mumbai’s suburban rail is an exam-
ple of how private vehicle use is restricted without it re-
stricting economic growth (Government of India, 2014;
Newman & Kenworthy, 2015; NITI Aayog & Rock Moun-
tain Institute, 2017).

Mumbai’s suburban rail-dominated public transport
has restricted private vehicle use to 12% as compared
to the 40% mode share for private vehicles in Delhi and
Bangalorewhich had no significant urban rail presence in
2011 (Census of India, 2011). A brief analysis of CO2 emis-
sions in Mumbai, Bangalore and Delhi show that if Ban-
galore and Delhi achieve similar mode share to Mumbai,
which is dominated by rail, Delhi can cut urban transport
emissions by 40% and Bangalore by 34%. This analysis is
based on Census of India, 2011 data for passenger km
and CO2 intensity has been referred from Dhar, Pathak
and Shukla (2018) as presented in Table 1.

Mumbai’s low road density, high density of cars per
km and high population density among all major Indian
cities seems to have resulted in automobile-saturation
and hence the dominance of transit mode share at about
79% (Rode et al., 2008; Census of India, 2011). Mum-
bai has the highest per capita income, quality of life and
productivity among all major Indian cities (UN-HABITAT,
2012) coinciding with the analysis of global cities on
wealth increase and vehicle km growth by Newman and
Kenworthy (2015). Mumbai shows how a rail based ur-
ban transport can cut emissions and increasewealth. The
Indian government recognizes that densification linked
with public transport is essential to sustain urbanization
and economic growth (Ministry of Urban Development,
2014). This recognition has resulted in effective policy
formulation at the federal government level paving way
for over 50 Indian cities to plan for urban rail.

Chauvin, Glaeser, Ma and Tobio (2017) shows that
there is a high correlation between density and earnings
across Indian cities, that is stronger than in the U.S. cities.

Table 1. Passenger km and CO2 intensity in Mumbai, Bangalore and Delhi.

Mumbai & Suburban Bangalore NCT of Delhi

All Modes Passenger km (million) CO2 Intensity (tCO2/M pkm)

Moped/Scooter/Motor Cycle 11.9 6.9 17.8 31.9
Car 12.9 4.5 18.5 99.1
Bus 17.4 9.9 14.2 14.6
Train 21.5 0.5 13.0 14.1

5 The travel speed and passenger carrying capacity per lane of urban rail is much higher than rubber-based transit. For this article rubber-based transit is
not discussed as an option; this is seen as the mode which can help as a feeder to urban rail where the last mile distances are above 1–2km. The
potential of urban rail to create high density transit orient development centres would mean walking as a main access mode to rail also and this is
better for the 1.5 °C agenda. Cities will always need to invest significantly to improve walking and cycling infrastructure around mass transit.
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Cities with higher density also tend to be more produc-
tive and have higher quality of life parameters. This den-
sity and income would be further facilitated with India’s
plan to implement urban rail in over 50 citieswith aligned
policies of land value capture (LVC) and density.

3. India’s Plans for Growth in Urban Rail

In rapidly growing Indian cities urban rail has emerged as
an efficient and reliable solution to cater to urban travel
demand. The growth of India’s modern urban rail sys-
tem has happened in the last decade after the transit-
success of DelhiMetro (started in 2002). Urban rail, in Au-
gust 2017, is operational in 11 cities and under construc-
tion in another nine cities. Indian cities have added 370
km operational urban rail and another 556 km is under-
construction in the period of 2002–2017. This is far be-
hind China’s over 3,000 km of urban rail most of which
was built in the past decade.

Indian cities have extensive plans (712 km) for urban
rail as shown in Table 2. Delhi’s 467 kmurban rail network
is planned to be constructed by 2021 and around 60%
of the city would be within 15-minute walking distance
from the network.MumbaiMetropolitan Region plans to
add over 192 km of urban rail network in addition to the
existing 465 km of suburban rail by 2021 (Delhi Develop-
ment Authority, 2007; Government of India, 2017b; Kai,
Baoming, Fang, & Zijia, 2016; MMRDA, 2017).

This growth is driven by demand for urban rail travel
and supported through political leadership. The Indian
government has been financially supporting urban rail
since 2011 in cities with a population over two million
but this norm has been reduced to one million to extend
this benefit to medium size cities (Sharma & Newman,
2017b). This is a good outcome for the 1.5 °C agenda
though it may not have been a part of the rationale for
this decision.

Globally UIC, the International Railway Association

Table 2. Urban rail network in Indian cities.

Population
(in million)

Urban Rail Network in km

Sl No. City Urban Rail Project Name Operational Under Construction Planned

1 Delhi 16.3

2 Noida 10.6

3 Ghaziabad 11.1 Delhi Metro 218 179* 148*

4 Faridabad 11.4

5 Gurgaon 18.7
Rapid Metro 12 0 0

6 Mumbai 12.1
Mumbai Metro 11 124 57

Mumbai Monorail 8 0 0

7 Kolkata 14.4 Kolkata Metro 28 113

8 Chennai 14.6 Chennai Metro 28 19 104

9 Bangalore 18.4 Namma Metro 42 34 57

10 Kochi 10.6 Kochi Metro 13 26 37

11 Jaipur 3. Jaipur Metro 10 2 23

12 Lucknow 12.8 Lucknow Metro 0 33 140

14 Hyderabad 16.8 Hyderabad Metro 0 72 168

15 Nagpur 12.4 Nagpur Metro 0 19 38

16 Gandhinagar 10.2 Metro-Link Express for
Gandhinagar and Ahmedabad

0 19 38
17 Ahmedabad 15.5

18 Kanpur 12.7 Kanpur Metro 0 24 38

19 Navi Mumbai 11.1 Navi Mumbai Metro 0 11 12

20 Pune 13.1 Pune Metro 0 60 0

Total 84.6 370 556 712

Note: * includes Noida Metro and Ghaziabad Metro projects. Source: Compiled by author based on data from Census of India (2011)
and Ministry of Urban Development (2013, 2014).
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(with 240 members worldwide), has proposed to im-
prove the energy efficiency of the rail sector by a 50%
reduction of final energy consumption from train oper-
ations by 2030 through technical measures, improved
management, decarbonization of energy consumption
and better use of existing rail assets. There are fur-
ther energy savings to be achieved by using lighter
weight/composite materials (30% potential energy sav-
ings), and by optimizing energy recovery devices (up to
45% potential energy savings) and train operation man-
agement (Hoen et al., 2017). All these will contribute to
the 1.5 °C agenda and will reduce the life cycle emissions
of urban rail.

4. The Problem of Urban Rail Funding

At the time when urban rail investment appears to be
a priority for cities, governments across the world face
budgetary pressure leading to challenges in the fund-
ing and financing of urban rail. Funding of urban rail
through traditional gross budgetary support from the
government seems increasingly difficult in the existing
global economic scenario. This traditional way of urban
rail investment will lead to a growing debt-subsidy cy-
cle which would undermine economic development and
minimize the possibility of India actually phasing out oil
the way that the world needs in the 1.5 °C agenda.

Existing Indian urban rail systems are facing a finan-
cial deficit as they are highly dependent on fare box rev-
enue and conventional budgetary support from the gov-
ernment, as has been the case globally. Urban rail agen-
cies have significantly struggled to recover even oper-
ating costs through fare box revenue as it is inherently
limited due to equity demands (Flyvberg, 2007; Jillella,
Matan, Sitharam,&Newman, 2016; Sharma, Newman,&
Matan, 2015). This has resulted in fare increases in Delhi
Metro and proposed fare increases in Mumbai Metro
which have created community and political dissension.
Mumbai is one city where the fare box may have been
possible to cover all costs but even here it does not. It is
thus essential for Indian cities to explore alternative fund-
ing sources. However, the role of urban rail in facilitating
the 1.5 °C agenda and creating better cities in general,
is likely to be far more transformative than using other
sustainable transport modes as it has an inherent abil-
ity to attract private funding through land development
opportunities associated with rail systems. Urban rail’s
impact on land values and the potential of land develop-
ment, rejuvenation and agglomeration benefits, suggest
economic value can be captured by a range of LVC mech-
anisms (Banister & Thurstain-Goodwin, 2011; Capello,
2011; Newman, Davies-Slate, & Jones, 2017; Newman &
Kenworthy, 2015; Sharma & Newman, 2017b).

LVC studies on urban rail projects provide evidence
that both government and public private partnership
(PPP) urban rail projects are financially viable and can
maintain affordable fares through LVC-based funding
mechanisms. Indian urban rail systems have shown sig-

nificant uplift in land value at both a city and corri-
dor level. Sharma and Newman’s (2017a) hedonic price
model on Bangalore Metro showed a 23% increase in
land value in the 1 km catchment area of urban rail and
of great significance it appears to have increased land val-
ues over the whole city by an average of 4.5%. A study
on Mumbai Metro showed a 14% increase in land value
for properties between 1 km and 2 km from stations
(Sharma & Newman, 2018). Similar results were found
on Chinese cities. Zhang, Liu, Hang, Yao and Shi (2016)
panel data hedonic price model on housing prices of 35
Chinese cities from 2002 to 2013 showed that a 1% in-
crease in rail transit mileage improves housing prices by
0.023% at the city level. This shows urban rail’s crucial
role on land values and hence how various ‘beneficiary
pays’ mechanisms could be tapped to rapidly increase ur-
ban rail investment.

Not only is there a clear case that urban rail increases
land value around stations but the project life cycle of
urban rail systems with their associated land uses, are
generally longer than any road-based system and hence
can attract private investment as there are long-term fi-
nancial and economic benefits when the transit, land use
and finance are integrated. Private sector involvement
can address this multidisciplinary integration by bringing
innovation, technology, design stage efficiency, market
driven land development skills, improved operational ef-
ficiency and long-term value formoney through risk shar-
ing. These latter skills are not readily available within gov-
ernment. Private participation in urban rail projects has
shown efficient exploitation of non-transport revenues
such as advertisement, station area development and
kiosks/shops at stations along with bringing efficiency in
construction and operations when involved from the de-
sign stage. Bigger projects which depend on even more
land development for private investment opportunities,
require evenmore obvious ways of incorporating private
bids on how best to do it. Involvement of the private sec-
tor at design stages can also enhance budget predictabil-
ity for government (Bowman & Ambrosini, 2000; Giu-
liano, 2004; Medda, 2012; Pojani & Stead, 2015; Sharma
et al., 2015).

Governments are therefore seeking private invest-
ments and partnerships to implement urban rail projects.
This is based on rail’s impact on urban land values provid-
ing value creation potential thus enabling land develop-
ment to provide the returns needed by the private sec-
tor. Privately financed urban rail is being proposed and
debated globally including Australia, India, Canada and
the US.

Hyderabad Metro is one such urban rail being built
on a Design Build Finance Operate Transfer agreement
wherein a private developer was provided about 10% of
the capital cost as grant (equity) from the federal gov-
ernment of India and the state/provisional government
granted air-rights for commercial development of about
12.5 million sq. ft. over the three depots and 6 million
sq. ft. at the 25 selected stations. The private developer
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has raised capital through loans and equity. The private
developer’s concession period is for 35 years and the
private developer was able to start renting the spaces
before the rail was operational. This case shows the
private sector’s active approach towards enhancing rev-
enue streams. This increase in non-fare box revenuemay
help maintain low transit fares in the long term based on
a similar outcome that has been found in all of Japan’s
rail systemandHong Kong’sMetrowhere private land de-
velopment is used to keep fares low and fund the whole
system (Newman, Davies-Slate, & Jones, 2017; Sharma&
Newman, 2017b).

The Indian government recently approved three
highly significant policies of relevance to the topic of this
article: the National Transit Oriented Development Pol-
icy (Government of India, 2017c); the Value Capture Fi-
nance policy framework (Government of India, 2017d);
and the Metro (urban rail) Policy (Government of India,
2017b). These policies were also necessary to realize the
potential of significant investment in urban rail for fu-
ture urbanization. Together these policies show the in-
tent of the policymakers to enable density, urban rail, ac-
cessibility, urban agglomeration and land-based financ-
ing. These will assist in framing a supportive mobility ori-
ented urban planning framework that can increase In-
dia’s GDPby 1–6% (NITI Aayog&RockMountain Institute,
2017) whilst decoupling from automobile dependence
and fossil fuels.

The Metro Policy of August 2017 (Government of In-
dia, 2017b)mandates Indian cities to involve ‘private sec-
tor participation’ and ‘land value capture’ in urban rail
to access 10% equity funding from the federal govern-
ment. Such approaches of mandatory private sector in-
volvement will increase the private sector risk appetite.
Private sector involvement from the concept stage for ur-
ban rail and land development can increase the redevel-
opment potential commitment from the private sector
and lead the public sector to focus on their core role of
governance including community engagement and part-
nership development. Community engagement should
be seen as an essential component not an optional extra
as this can enable political validation aswell as improving
local amenity through their detailed knowledge of needs
and options and hence provide the basis for partnerships
with government and business.

These are a significant set of policy decisions by the
Indian government to maximize value creation from ur-
ban rail. This may also allow implementation of innova-
tive contracting mechanisms such as the Entrepreneur
Rail Model of Newman, Davies-Slate and Jones (2017).
There are significant challenges for such processes to
be implemented in Indian cities such as digitizing urban
infrastructure maps, institutional integration in cities,
land use and transit integration, land valuation (at plot
level), digitization of land use maps and strategic plan-
ning frameworks. However, these are possible to add as
the system grows and the key factor in tapping private
funds to transform the urban rail market is to have the

ability to create integrated partnerships between govern-
ment at all levels and the private entrepreneurs in urban
redevelopment as well as private rail operators. India has
begun to do this.

The land development based financing and private
sector participation outlined above is likely to help facili-
tate the expansion of urban rail in Indian cities, as long as
urban planning tools are used to help and not hinder this
process. This rail growth would enable economic growth
while decoupling car use. Indian cities have the advan-
tage that their walking and transit urban fabric are al-
ready ideal to be served by urban rail. Thus, these poli-
cies are likely to lead to a decline in oil consumption
whilst enabling economic growth to accelerate. Urban
fabric benefits should mean that the extra wealth will
go into using easier ways to enable urban rail as hap-
pened in China, and wealth will come to be associated
with ‘rail not car’. These rail systems would need to be
renewable based along with other modes of urban trans-
port to contribute to the 1.5 °C target, we discuss these
in the next sections.

5. Solar in Indian Rail

To contribute to the 1.5 °C target urban rail systems
should operate on renewable energy, specifically solar
in the Indian case. Electric urban rail systems are non-
site emitters. Their emissions depend upon the type of
fuel used for the generation of electricity which is cur-
rently coal dominated in the case of India. However
solar is rapidly competing with coal for Indian urban
rail operations.

India plans to generate 175 gigawatts (GW) of renew-
able energy by 2022—100GW to come from solar. Ac-
cording to Morgan Stanley (2017) solar power is becom-
ing more affordable than electricity generated from coal
power generators. This is significant as India is the third-
largest source of carbon emissions. The key argument for
using coal was that it is affordable and accessible in India
but now with solar being 18% cheaper than coal the In-
dian energy sector is on the edge of a major transforma-
tion (Farand, 2017). The Indian government has shown
it intends to reduce coal consumption by doubling the
‘Clean Environment Cess’ on coal in year 2017 budget,
and by initiating the International Solar Alliance which is
envisaged as an inter-government treaty between solar
resource-rich countries aimed at efficient exploitation of
solar energy to reduce dependence on fossil fuels and to
mobilize USD 1 trillion for it (Ministry of Finance, 2017;
UNFCCC, 2017).

India has started relative decoupling in the past
decade of Coal and GDP as shown in Figure 1c. The
growthof coal has slowed andmay change to an absolute
decline as India invests strongly in renewables and urban
electric rail. Ben Caldecott (2017) from Oxford Univer-
sity suggests that Indian power company’s investments
in coal are financially unviable whilst solar would be a fu-
ture investment with many economic benefits. This sug-
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gests that Indian economic growth has clear potential to
be based around renewable sources rather than fossil fu-
els leading into the future.

Themost recent urban rail systemof India—the Kochi
Metro—has rooftop solar on all of its rail stations tomeet
25% of its electricity requirement. Delhi Metro (urban
rail) started in 2002 and thus had negligible solar panels
then but now meets 80% of its daytime energy from so-
lar (Energy World, 2017; Sood & Bhaskar, 2017). The re-
cent decline of the cost of energy storage systems may
assist the further use of solar energy for urban rail sys-
tems. New TODs being built around stations need to be
covered in solar with battery storage in the area as is hap-
pening in various demonstration sites such as Bordeaux
and Boulder, Colorado. The next generation urban rail
systems are predicted to be powered by solar and bat-
terieswith electric power through high-powered contact-
less charging at stations (Newman & Kenworthy, 2015).

Indian Railways has also started the process to mod-
ernize their existing inter-city railway stations through
PPPs. The modernization process will include mixed land
use development,maximized solar energy utilization and
a focus on non-fare box revenue. The proposed fast-rail
along urban growth corridors in India, such as the Rapid
Rail Corridor around Delhi, are incorporating solar en-
ergy and LVC within the planning and design stage of
the project.

The Indian government in their 2017 budget has com-
mitted to install rooftop solar in 7,000 inter-city rail sta-
tions. This is a significant commitment. The first 300 sta-
tions have had solar panels installed (Ministry of New
and Renewable Energy, 2017). A recent trial of solar pan-
els on the roof of Indian trains has been made to reduce
the energy requirement for wagon’s lighting and fans but
not for locomotives.

Electric trains with batteries are likely to be another
trial especially in smaller trains. Newman (2017a) sug-
gests that this transformation may happenmuch quicker
as the demand for renewables is high and cost of so-
lar and batteries are on a rapid decline curve. Economic
growth appears to be substantially changing to being
based around renewable energy rather than the fossil
fuel-based economic growth of the past 15 years.

6. Electric Mobility

The EV market is growing globally at over 40% per year.
In India there is currently a negligible presence of EV at
0.0004% of its total vehicles as compared to Norway’s
23%, the Netherland’s 6% and China’s 1.4% share of EV
(International Energy Agency, 2017).

India’s National Electric Mobility Mission Plan recog-
nizes that the growth of EV’s is critical for the energy tran-
sition in India as this will reduce oil imports and helpwith
the air quality problem. As part of the mission the In-
dian government is providing financial incentives, subsi-

dies and tax rebates to EV users and manufacturers to in-
crease EV presence in India. The Indian government has
provided over 30 million USD subsidy for 154,557 EV as
of August 2017. India’s domestic manufacturing capacity
of EV is growing with two-wheelers and cars. However,
there is no manufacturing unit for electric buses despite
some cities having introduced electric buses on a pilot ba-
sis (Dhar, Pathak, & Shukla, 2017; National Automobile
Board, 2017).

India has set a goal of 6–7million EV by 2020which is
higher than China’s goal of 5 million. The recent target of
India is for all-electric mobility by 2030. This ambitious
goal is aimed to provide large economic benefits. NITI
Aayog and Rock Mountain Institute (2017) notes that
with electric and shared vehicles India can save 100 USD
billion annually in fossil fuel foreign exchange and cut
1 GT carbon emission by 2030 (PIB India, 2017; Sharma,
Kulkarni, Veerendra, & Karthik, 2016).

Unlike developed countries, EV in India are dom-
inated by two-wheelers and recently by E-Rickshaws
that act as an intermediate public transport for short
distances (∼2km). Delhi’s subsidy of 470 USD for each
E-Rickshaw is significant for shared-electric public trans-
port in that it also acts as a feeder system to urban rail
such as Delhi Metro (Rokadiya & Bandivadekar, 2016).
Such EV vehicles can be efficiently used in smaller Indian
cities where travel distances are shorter.

The critical challenge for Indian cities in enabaling EV
growth would be providing EV infrastructure in urban
planning schemes. In 2016, India only has 328 publicly
accessible charging stations which hasn’t increased since
2014. Cities would need to play an active role in regard
to EV infratructure and can start with pilot city projects
as in the case of other countries. India’s abundance of
solar enegy potential is an opportunity as with only 1%
land area of Rajasthan (Indian State) could power the en-
tire EV fleet traffic by 2030 on solar power (International
Energy Agency, 2017; PIB India, 2017).

7. Collaborative Consumption

Collaborative consumption is a growing world phe-
nomenon.6 It is likely to take over much of the growth
in the private urban transport sector and create instead
shared transportation options. Its most important func-
tion is likely to be the ‘firstmile lastmile’ service that links
people to fast urban rail services. The shared systems can
use smart cards to enable a combination of modes that
can provide good mobility options including the urban
rail services themselves. Thus the future is likely to see
city rail andmulti-modal local systems integrated around
stations and centres. EV shared systems are already oper-
ating in many global cities and are on the rise with many
cities planning for them. Citieswith bike sharing schemes
have increased from 4 in 2001 to over 1,000 in 2016 glob-
aly (Tiwari, 2017).

6 Collaborative consumption is phenomena born of the Internet age driven by information and communication technologies: the peer-to-peer-based
activity of obtaining, giving, or sharing the access to goods and services, coordinated through community-based online services.
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Technological advancements in recent years have
resulted in several cycling start-up companies in India
such as Zoom-Pedl, Mobike, Ola-Pedal, Mobycy and Yulu.
Mobycy is a recentmobile-app based bicycle sharing plat-
formwhich allows commuters to unlock a bicycle parked
in a dockless way at public places through a mobile-app
generated QR code. It has started operations in Gurgaon
with a fleet of 5,000 cycles and plans to spread in other
major Indian cities. This can contribute to reducing oil
based transport along with the other innovations men-
tioned above.

8. Discussion: Urban Planning Implications

The transitions that are underway in Indian cities towards
urban rail expansion, the involvement of private invest-
ment based on LVC through TODs, the rapid growth of
solar and battery storage in new urban developments,
the growth of EVs and shared mobility, are all subjects
that need urban planning to facilitate. A series of struc-
tural reforms and policy interventions would need to
follow from Indian cities to support this transition, all
with a strong partnership between citizens, government
and industry.

All the major tools of urban planning will be needed
to helpmake Indian cities contribute to the 1.5 °C agenda
as well as to develop economically and sustainably. Tools
needed include:

1. Tools that ensure equity in housing policies and
planning regulations to ensure that not only the
wealthy benefit from transit systems and transit-
oriented development;

2. Tools to ensure that pedestrian qualities and good
building design are features of all the new devel-
opment around stations;

3. Tools to ensure that transport, land use and fi-
nance can be integrated at all stages of the plan-
ning process.

A committee (Ahluwalia, 2011) of the Indian government
notes that transport, land use and other urban infrastruc-
ture are not planned in an integrated way which makes
the integration of EV, TODs and urban rail challenging.
Shared EV would require parking spaces and integration
with transit and publicly accessible charging stations that
would need to be addressed in an integrated manner at
the city level in urban plans. More importantly, as out-
lined above, urban planning needs to facilitate partner-
ships as much of the planning needs to begin with pri-
vate sector involvement in highlighting the best rede-
velopment options that urban rail can unlock in a fund-
ing partnership.

Recent research on integration between informa-
tion and communications technology and spatial plan-
ning technology is showing the potential to integrate en-
ergy, transport and urban planning. Such technologies
may help cities create more integrated planning of ur-

ban infrastructure. This is on the government agenda in
countries such as Australia (Commonwealth of Australia,
2017; Mosannenzadeh et al., 2017; Plume, Simpson,
Owen, & Hobson, 2015; Yamamura, Fan, & Suzuki, 2017).

9. Conclusion

India has made a strong start on the transition from
‘oil-based automobile dependence’ to ‘urban rail plus
renewable energy’. The Indian government policy to
make mandatory private participation and LVC may re-
sult in transformative higher density urban redevelop-
ment projects that can fundmany of these urban rail and
solar projects. This would lead to greater economic gains
and agglomeration benefits. Such processesmay deepen
the correlation of wealth, density and urban rail with re-
duced oil-based automobile dependency. The key issue
will remain in the implementation of such policies and
the financial viability of such projects, however Sharma
and Newman (2017b, 2018) and the existing Hyderabad
case suggest that with existing LVC legislation private-led
urban rail can be financially viable.

The critical level of air pollution in Indian cities cou-
pled with energy security issues can lead to rapid adop-
tion of electric based transport modes in automobile sat-
urated Indian cities. Considering the travel patterns in In-
dian cities the shared-EV, bike sharing and E-Rickshaws
could potentially act as a feeder into any expanded ur-
ban rail system. This can cater for the majority of motor-
ized travel in major Indian cities in coming decades. Inno-
vative models of shared and connected urban transport
systems with a high level of access to smart technology
to end-users may enhance seamless integration of multi-
ple modes within each city.

The continuation of these trendswill require a combi-
nation of different forms of solar-based power and cities
would need to integrate and organize such processes into
urban planning schemes and different forms of urban
fabric (Newman, 2017a, 2017b). As outlined, there are
many signs of this beginning in India.

India has started relative decoupling of income and
fossil fuel in the past decade which may change to an ab-
solute decline in fossil fuels in coming years. Indian cities
are thus likely to contribute to the 1.5 °C agenda based
on their urban fabric (inherently low in automobile de-
pendence), electric urban rail growth through financing
from land development and public private participation,
increased walking and cycling, and the commitment to
solar/battery-based mass transit and EV.
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